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Foreword

summonings investigates the ongoing practice of witch hunting in 
India—specifically, in Jharkhand & in migrant adivasi communities of 
tea plantations in West Bengal (though the phenomenon has also been 
documented in Madhya Pradesh, Chhattisgarh, & Bihar). As recently as 
October 2020, the very month in which I am writing this précis, articles 
noting the pervasiveness of witch hunting are being published by 
organizations like Vice & BBC. Individual states have passed protective 
legislation as recently as 2015, but these crimes, nonetheless, often go 
unreported & unpunished, due to mistrust of law enforcement & 
villagers’ tendencies towards communal self-protection, among other 
factors. Some of the dynamics of the cultures of accusation that you 
encounter in this text will feel familiar; others may seem novel or 
difficult to fathom. But what ties them to you, reader, whoever & 
wherever you are, is the extent to which they are grounded in profound 
misogyny & the fact that these incidents are current & real. 

These poems explore how antiquated & existing norms surrounding 
female mysticism in India & America inform each culture’s treatment of 
women. More broadly, they ask: how do first- & second-generation 
immigrants reconcile the self with the lineages that shape it, in particular 
when those lineages are inextricable from misogynistic & violent 
narratives? My own parents immigrated from India to America four 
years before I was born; to that end—difficult as it is to navigate my two 
cultures’ combating pressures—I am fascinated by parallels between 
their cultural norms. Expectations surrounding women’s behavior 
coalesce in both countries’ conceptions of marriage & the household. 
Netflix specials are made to highlight each nation’s most horrific gang 
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rape cases. As democracies, both nations purport to value equality, yet 
are sites of nationalist movements rooted in racist & colonialist 
ideologies—ideologies that, in both countries, have also involved 
literally hunting women as a means of maintaining patriarchal order. 
And in my own life, my unifying experience with both of my cultures is 
that in neither am I safe—that is, neither one is safe for women. 
Accordingly, my vision for this particular collection crystalized upon 
encountering Thomson Reuters’ findings from June 25, 2018: [India is the 
world’s most dangerous country for women due to the high risk of sexual 
violence…according to a poll of global experts…The only Western nation 
in the top 10 was the United States, which ranked third when 
respondents were asked where women were most at risk of sexual 
violence, harassment and being coerced into sex]. 

Indebted to the docupoetics tradition, this book interrogates the 
shifting role of witness & the political implications & shortcomings of 
writing Subaltern personae while acknowledging my Westernized 
positionality. Holding central that an ethical poetics must be grounded 
in the inevitable failure to embody the Other, this book grapples with a 
query that resonated throughout my research, articulated here by 
scholar Ayesha Matthan: [How do we make sense of the overall dismal 
condition of Indian women—measured in terms of the sex-ratio, life 
expectancy, literacy, income, subjection to violence, equality of 
opportunity, legal equality, and societal attitudes towards her—in a 
society that worships the all-powerful goddess in her many forms?]. I 
offer you here no answers, but attempts; my failed conjurings, faint 
summonings. The smell of ash in wind—I follow it. 



Throughout this collection, brackets indicate language sampled 
directly from anthropological research.

Daayan(s): women accused of being witches; [selected women do not fit 
one profile], but all are [branded as the potential keepers of evil spirits].

Ojha(s): [medicine men, the ones next to God, religious ministers or 
priests who deal with the daily struggles of the village people]; this 

dynamic allows ojhas to control the circulation of rumors, & he is the 
village member who has the power to trap daayans.



+
“Any woman’s death diminishes me.”

Adrienne Rich, “From an Old House in America.” 1974.
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daayan looks to the earth

they say we’re married to dirt, ground-bound & sure 
to bend. break these bones & call us miracle, kiss our feet 

then call us backward. sisters, when will we braid
our hair despite their songs? i gather seeds

from alluvial beds, save tamarind peels &
pepper stems & cardamom pods. who’s to say 

what will ward off or invoke? our name 
wasn’t given. doesn’t have to mean tie us to the deep & save

the men. once, [dain], [dakani], [daayan]
sounded like fingers brushing reeds apart, meant wisdom

beyond keeping them fed. sisters, they starve us 
& call us hungry bitches, kill us & call us 

undead. come with me to these central rooms, 
our lineage—flowering harvest & the machine we built 

to feast through monsoons. smell that raindark, 
that incense rimmed with milk? that’s us. 

deserving a true feast. let’s toast. to our own next
good thing. to faith in shoots, our unsung roots.



+
“I keep praying and asking my goddess ‘what is my crime?’”

Accused woman, Bahura Bai. 2013.
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on projection

the gun to my head is ownership.
the gun to my head is 
i’m taking the word empathy 
& hanging it as on a laundry line
& watching it waver in wind
& not believing in words & also
relying on them. reader, men & women alike 
shutter themselves with superstition.

+

supposing i board
the plane, remain suspended

some sort of cloud,
buoyant, detached

for one full day, followed by my arrival 
in a place not 

of my mother’s dialect, not 
of my father’s kin, armed 

with language : [patrilineal], 
[marang buru], [flower feast], [nage era].

how surely i’d arrive with detriments : visible
tattoos, hair dyed lighter at the ends, english 

a target pinned to the chest, the west,
the inescapable truth of my birth. 
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+

to explain the distance 
between self & subject is to admit 
the unlikelihood of my self
understanding a given subject. i’m talking : theorizing 

understanding. i’m talking : 
my inevitable failure to embody.
reader, consider 
the basic elements of this narrative—daayan, ojha : hunted,

godly. assume
telling any story fully 
involves considering all sides.

+

here, men wield village secrets
like weapons, catapult accusations
through the fields. i’ve read so much

about legs & backs : ache-laden
& no choice but to eat [paje] daily
& yet—. 

i’m just camera. i’m shutter, closed, i’m protected
from light, i’m just telling a story
to which i’ll never know an end.
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+

no boarding the plane

no bitter root

no lean season

no poem
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summoning : you didn’t submerge your head in 
the river

first, thread your lashes with lace & shells, paint
your nipples with drying mud, watch the cells flake
off your gold-wracked body

+

it’s true you used to look at skin
darker than yours & see your posture straighten

it’s true you’re ashamed of your bird cage, your glass
year, your short shorts & tan lines

+

what if you were a gold bangle placed on a holier woman’s
nape? ring around the cord around the
touch me my skin is a glisten you’ ll call : 

+

what if you were the paint smeared
across your own           cheeks?

+
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so you say to the birch skeleton in the bathroom mirror
unravel me i’m all this stuff of the earth. the mirror could be
laughing, saying       girl, in my light
you’re just another imagined                 another unmarried 

+

you say touch me i’m the bronzer
like there isn’t all this death in here

+

welcome to the country of white sheets
& white bird cages, of everything-tasseled-is : of everything-
holy : the already-dead, your absence
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lucky inhabitant

failing to conjure even distant relatives       i know not 

which women precede me, believe all this pain is at least 
our own                       on my lap        experts theorize

[witchcraft is no longer a personal matter]

state plainly [the women had nails
driven into their foreheads] & full up now with steel

& scythes & a list of weapons wielded

against us, am nauseous & taking it       personally     though 
at least am not asked to detail my assault on television

holding my chin up for photographers      dubbed icon

& simultaneously driven out of the nation
yes       you might say this makes me one of the lucky

inhabitants      yes      here there are no [jackfruit

trees] but in a chamber the semicircle of [men had red 
eyes—the kind of eyes that saw no reason and were filled

with cruelty] & somewhere online i am blamed
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for not remembering     yes     gone now my willful ascension
the stairs, his room             & i don’t fight back      know what fate

awaits women who protest too much      no matter dialect

or country the question is the same     [ki jani]     they ask
in the motherland     & who knows     here we throw up

our hands & it isn’t in prayer 

there’s blood in the soil so they call it filth      blood 
on our legs so they call us gone      they’re not wrong 

& they will not     be fooled, won’t      take it back

it’s night & the [jackfruit trees] close in      there’s chanting
in the distance who owns               this world
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ghazal against [declining to name the subject]

Bahura Bai, it matters that you have a name. that you live 
past the story : you were young, 

Teerath Sahu, chased out of your home by twelve or more friends, 
men, family, called [antisocial], [killer]. younger

still, the children falling sick, cattle keeled over, growing
rancid in yearlong heat, buried as afterthought. in your own youth

you thought daayans real. [the process of attraction—the power of girls 
to inflame passion, to subdue boys at their will] made your young skin

prickle. here, there is no archetype ungendered. & blood like yours,
like mine, doesn’t stay profitable long. & i’m too young

to be telling your story, & privileged, & the rain keeps falling
like the sky’s own mountain, your youths

hiding under their cot, your husband accused of sheltering you—.
Jaam Bai, there is only more terror. gone, now, those youthful

days the men would stop by your house, ask for rice, for roots.
even then, the killing had begun. no one here, at last, stays young.
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garba, or womb + lamp, or as in every tradition 
there is a woman & her body & both are vessels

toenail polish warped waxen from sand, you leave 
your body behind again : mere rind, edges buzzing

from unsought touch. you end up in a skeleton

house & on a driveway with the sun
holding vigil : that central flame, her silent

drumming. her reminder : you could, if you flared, contain

something alive. instead you skin your bare soles
raw shuddering up & up the drive. you are so many girls

trying to move unbridled, you forget yourself. you wretch & tear, 

o only repentance        o patriarchied psyche : split
in perpetuity : once you stood barefoot

on linoleum eating something delicious

out of the jar. it was the year of your favorite
animal, the year of mosquito nets canopying

your twin sized heart. you jostled your ankles

to hear a tinkling, you sent your arm
heaving to twist your body in a circle

of women that never breaks. those women

never broke formation. those women
who made you, who taught you the footwork,

its weave & lilt, but never                  how to run.




